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Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, Oclober

Strand to Read

Mark

poeH; Vosofcs

by Gay Garth
by nighfall."
October 3 7, Mark death
This Sunday,
With images that often lie within
Strand will be in Gambier to read
the area of the fantastic, Mark
some of his poems, at 8:30 in the
Strand
is charting a novel territory
Peirce Hall Lounge. He is a young
on "Black Maps", the name that
Donald
whom
critic
Justice
poet
he gives to the third section of
has characterized as "one of the
his volume
"Darker' . In it's
best, maybe the very best of the
vastness this territory extends benew poets.'
yond any mere subjective reality,
The epigram to his third book,
beyond any dark area known as the
entitled "Darker' reads thus:
unconscious, it extends to what he
calls "the darker."
I have a key
"Darker is Mark Strand's third
so I open the door and walk in.
volume of poetry.
His previous
It is dark and I walk in.
books include "Sleeping With One
It is darker and I walk in.
Eye Open", published in 1964, and
"Reason for Moving' , published in
1968. His poems have also appeared
This is the door through which he
in many periodicals, including THE
leads the reader to view with him,
ATLANTIC,
THE NEW YORKER,
light and darknthe levels of the
ess of the inner and outer self, PARTISAN REVIEW, AND THE NEW
of our YORK REVIEW OF BOOKS.
and the light and darkness
life and death, and the light in our
He was born in Summerside,
death and the darkness in our lives.
Prince Edward Island, in 1934, and
attended Antioch College and Yale
Ashe says in his poem "The Room"
University.
He received a Ful- we are shown: "death by daybreak,

Eco

cal problems, and to activate the
student body to take care of the
Gambier area. The first task they
the summer, Americas "fruited have undertaken is to get students
plains'' are slowly turning into trash to throw their bottles and cans into
A large percentage of the
piles.
the receptacles on campus provided
trash piling up consists of bottles
specifically for recycling. For the
and cans, which
can be reused if Women's College plastic garbage
they are recycled.
cans (furnished by .the
The members of the Environmental
Council) will be appearing shortly
Committee and their advisor Dr. near all rubbish chutes. They will
Anderson are trying to create an look like normal plastic garbage
awareness of this and other ecologi
They are
cans, but they aren't!
As

Co-ordin-

ate

anies
SPC Power

by Linda Urban
ii' r'ie more bedeviling problems facing campus government
this year is that of determining and
defining the powers and functions of
the Special Projects
Committee.
From its inception in 1965, as one
of the
standing committees of the
Student Council, it was an autonomous body consisting of three faculty members, five students, and
fa Dean. Specifically its goals are
directed towards the expansion and
initiation of cultural and worthwhile
Programs with the potential towards
fa enrichment of student life. In
fa Past, the powers of the SPC included the right to
distribute the
Student
annually
Activities Fund
allocated to it by Council. Council
maintained the power to question its
decisions having recourse, should it
One

be

necessary, to
the
committee's membership.
This year, the autonomous char-actof SPC is undergoing considerable alterarion. Because of procedural change initiated by Council
eeretarv. .iamc p,tv,
inconii
negan, member of SPC, Council
had
approved of
SPC as
a
recommending body without final
authority over the allocation of
wnds. AccordinglySPC
would report
k actions to Council, projects will
k discussed in Council and voted
0i individually.
If Council questions
0n'y the
amount of money requested,
"then sends the request back to
for revision. SPC reports can-"be ammended
or tabled; they
re-establ- ish

er

re-defin- ine

ot

rst be accepted,

rejected, or sent
oacktoSPc the day they are sub
""fed to Council. If Council re-3n SPC recommendation , SPC
s recourse
to reconsider the pro
--

ha

Council acted
without an adequate understanding of
the project, SPC can ask Council
to reconsider its action at one additional meeting which would include
both a representative of the project as well as a member of the
SPC. The request must then be
accepted, rejected or sent back
(if it is a monetary question) for
one final revision. If Council disapproves of an SPC rejection, then
a Council member would be appointed to appeal the decision at the
next SPC meeting and if rejected
again he would then have recourse
either to the Special Projects Fund
of the Coordinate Council or the
Student Council Contingency Fund.
This procedural policy was passed
by Council at its September 26
meeting. The SPC had, itself, not
taken an officaial stand since they
had yet to hold their first meeting.
One SPC member, Dean Edwards,
soon took firm action against Council's approval of the new SPC procedures. In a letter directed to
Council President James Klein, Mr.
Edwards argues that Council's actions were unconstitutional. But beyond the question of legality, Mr.
Edwards condemns Council's wishes
to abolish "the accepted practice of
granting autonomy and delegated
authority to duly appointed Campus
Government bodies." He cites the
Publications Board, WKCO, Debate
Society, and Student Lectureships
Committee as examples of Student
Activities Fund recipients who do
not have their decisions "reviewed,
debated, and accepted on the floor
of a Council meeting." He argues
Continued on Page 2

ject then if it believes

No.

of Kenyon College and the Coordinate College:
through the news media that President Nixon
is asking me to serve as a public member of the Pay Board established as a part of Phase II of his program aimed at the control of inflation in the United States.
The Pay Board is to be composed of fifteen individuals: five
representatives
of labor; five representatives
of management,
and five members representing the public.
The Pay Board's function is to develop general standards and
review specific requests for adjustment of wages and salaries.
It will cover all elements of compensation including wages, salaries,
and fringe benefits and promulgate regulations in regard thereto.
You may ask how this invitation came about. How will acceptance
of it affect my duties as President of Kenyon College? For how long?
How much will it require me to be away from primary duties here
in Gambier? Why would I accept the assignment?
I don't know how the invitation came about or who recommended
me. I hope time will prove there was sufficient reason for it, but
my guess is that is was from a long experience in dealing with the
type of matters which will come before the Pay Board.
Last Wednesday evening, (October 6, 1971), I had a telephone
call from Mr. James Hodgson, the Secretary of Labor, who advised
me he was calling on behalf on President Nixon. He advised me that
I was being invited to be a participant in "Phrase II of the President's Program." He described the Pay Board to be established
as part of Phase n which it was desired I join. I told Secretary
Hodgson I could not answer his request until I had checked with the
Kenyon College Board of Trustees, my colleagues, my wife, and
my doctor. I was asked to give an answer by noon Thursday as the
President proposed to go on television Thursday night to explain
You

MARK STHAND, author of three
books, will give a reading of his
poems Sunday night in Peirce
Hall Lounge at 8:30. Photo by
Edward J. Kubancek, Pittsburgh,
bright Scholarship, on which he
traveled to Italy. In 1965 he was
a Fulbright Lecturer at the University of Brazil at Rio de Janeiro.
He has taught at Yale University
and he is now teaching at Columbia
University and Brooklyn College '

only for EMPTY cans (aluminum,
tin, etc.) and bottles. Sounds very
simple, doesn't it? But, alas, this
too has its complications. Each can
will have two liners: one for cans,
one for bottles. The committee asks
that when depositing glass, place it
in the receptacle carefully-avo- id
breaking it, because the glass must
eventually be separated into colors
On the Hill cardboard
by hand.
boxes have been placed in each
lounge and next to each trash can
in the hallways. Use these receptacles for recycling purposes only.
When enough cans have been col- -

"For roughly the past hundred
years man has been moving,
slowly at first, and now rapidly,
toward an ecological crisis. The
end of a livable environment.
Now, having realized and cursed
the pollution problems left by
of
environmental
generations
rape, we have launched into new
and bigger things. Environmental
crises, for this, the next, and all
succeeding generations."
John Folstad
lected, they will be taken to the
Coca-Co- la
Company in Columbus.
There they are melted down and
molded into new cans. Bottles will
be taken into the Chatanooga Glass
Co. in Mt. Vernon where they are
sterilized and reused. In our lifetime we may never see the horrible
results if we do not succeed in
recycling our wastes, but the prob- -

t

'""
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are aware

Phase n.
I called Bishop Craine, the Chairman of the Board of Kenyon, and
was unable to reach him. I called Mr. Richard Thomas, Vice Chairman, who agreed to contact Bishop Craine and Mr. John Smale, Vice
Chairman. I told Mr. Thomas that in duscussing the requirements of
the job with Secretary Hodgson in regard to time demands and the
physical place of being of the Pay Board, acceptance of the invitation
would mean working in Washington almost continuously on a seven-da- y
week, from about the 13th or 14th of October until Thanksgiving.
This would mean my colleagues at Gambier would have to be willing
to assume extra burdens if I was to have this time away.
Mr. Thomas called me about 10:00 p.m. saying he, Bishop Craine,
and Mr. Smale had concluded:
1. I had their permission to accept the appointment if I wished
to undertake it and had the agreement of my colleagues.
2. They assumed I had no doubt about my health and I believed
this would not adversely affect it.
3. Generally, they believed it was a good thing for citizens to
assume public assingment and that if I decided to take it
I had their blessing as well as permission.
My wife agreed to my acceptance with her usual selfless understanding of my problems and my nature.
Mr. Haywood has agreed to act as the head of the College for the
six or seven weeks I will be practically full time in Washington.
I plan to return to Gambier as often as possible in this period,
during which time I shall keep two commitments away from Gambier
in Kenyon's behalf, as well as the Board meeting at Gambier
October 23, a commitment in Gambier October 29 and 30, and
Founder's Day November 2nd.
I should be back to normal at Thanksgiving.
I am willing to accept the assignment because I believe a citizen,
regardless of party, when asked to assist in a Presidential program,
should do so if he believes his efforts can aid in the solution of a
problem which affects all citizens.
I hope I have your understanding and best wishes in this endeavor.
Yours Sincerely,
SignedWilliam G. Caples
lem will continue to grow.
The Environmental Committee is
of the
planning to have a clean-u- p
Kokosing this Saturday Oct. 16 from
1 to 4 p.m.
The area around the
trestle has been accumulating bot- -

1

ties, cans,

i

!
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t
-
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general trash,

to 4.

There are many things that can be
done personally to avoid excess
1) save Newscopes, Cowaste.
newspapers, and magallegians,
When they pile up contact
zines.
an Environmental Committee member and he or she will help you
to recycle them. 2) When you buy
only a few items in a store, do
not let the clerk bag them. They
can be carried in your pockets,
etc. 3) When you see unnecessary
lights on, find the switch and turn
4) (This is only for
them off.
citizens ) join the
The
Environmental Committee.
meetings are held on Wednesday
evenings at 6:30 in Peirce Hall
If you wish to join and
Lounge.
can not come to the meetings consuper-concern-

I
photo by Kalis trom
i?7ZZ?Jh--?
TRESTLeT in back'gro'und, refuse below, shows shades of Blake's
satanic mills. Kenyon students, bourne past all reposing, plan Trestle
Clean Up Day this Saturday.

and

.

thoughtfully contributed by Kenyon
students and Mt. Vernon townies.
The number of the committee is
incredibly small, so they ask the
help of all of the Kenyon Community.
Come to the trestle any time from
1

t

3

Appointment

To the Students

Activists Clean Up Act

Margaret Allen and Jude Ross
some members of the Kenyon
Community may have realized over
by
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little help from their friend

With a

DSltrQ

tact

ed

one of the

co-chairm-

en,

Zinder or Jude Ross.
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Which came first: power or corruption?

It Happens

to the Best of Us

Reality can come as quite a shock to even the most dedicated of cynics. We have come to the realization that we have
been laboring under a grave misconception. Somehow we were
led to believe that we were surrounded by responsible, capable,
mature, and intelligent "young adults". But we were very wrong.
We unsuspectingly assigned interesting, thought provoking
articles to our peers. The result, was utter disaster. It seems
that there is a rash of irresponsibility and inconsideration plaguing the campus. Commitments were made that could not be met
and excuses were given which were simply inexcusable. Then
there were those who seemed to think that we had assigned the
articles merely to keep them busy or to see how well they could
type or perhaps because we were in need of some new bedtime
reading material.

The result of all of this is a Collegian which does not reflect
the potential of this campus. The Collegian can not be anything
more than the sum of its contributors. If you have a brain,
get it out of storage and let's see what it can produce. But if
you are incapable of contributing anything to this collegium,

5-4-

and September 27 meetings wer,
willing to accept financial responsibility for the furnishings in the
West Division Lounge as they now
stand with some minor changes to
be discussed at a later meeting conSenate, elected at the September cerning the wall decorations. Those
27 meeting of the residents of West who find that they either dislike
Division, would like to state the the furnishings or suffer from any
facts concerning the policies govphysical or mental discomfort or
erning the usage of the West disability upon entering the West
Division Lounge as established at Division Lounge (whether due to
that meeting.
internal or external causes) have
(1.) The residents of West Diviour most sincere sympathy and are
sion will welcome the use of their respectfully excused from any comlounge facilities by all those willpulsion they may feel to use those
ing to respect the regulations placed facilities. It is felt that these policies
on the usage of those facilities and are well within the regulations of the
governing
dormitory
refrain from any destructive actions College
lounges and have been supported,
or tendencies toward kleptomania
while using them.
through the discussion of this
12.) In order to provide minimum matter, by the Campus Senate.
Any questions concerning the use
protection against excess damage to
the lounge or its furnishings, the of college funds or the college
West Division Lounge will remain policies of financial responsibility
locked during the hours of 12:00 for common areas within living units
midnight to 8:00 A.M. daily and may be directed to Mr. Lombard or
during parry weekends. Keys are Dean Edwards. Any questions conbeing issued to those residents of cerning the decisions of the reWest Division who wish them. (Those sidents of West Division on the
policies and regulations governing
occupying the lounge at 12:00 midnight are welcome to remain as the lounge in their division may be
directed to Scott Univer, WestDivi-sio- n
long as they wish, and will be re212, Topper Pennington, West
quested to lock the lounge when they
leave by simply closing the door.) Division 310, or Albert Morgan,
(3.) The overwhelming majority W est Division 319.
Signed:
of the residents of West Division
in attendence at the September 9
Albert R. Morgan, III, 73
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representative

body

duly t

stituted under the presentC
stitution. Therefore, that
would better reflect then
of the students than a k '
miftee.
(4) Council has no control over;
SPC but to recall indivt1
members (excepting yours;.;
(5) Because of the changing si:
attitude regarding involve-i- n
College decisions and
cause of the changing natur;
the student population
Gambier, it is no longer
isfactory to allow funds t
used without the approval
Council.
b
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A reply

ws

To the Editors:
It is a somewhat presump .1
undertaking to criticize so fc
ful and intelligent a student lei
as Mr. Klein. Nonetheless, It
impelled to comment negativel;:
the reasons given by Mr. Kleii
explain why the Student CocJ
does not wish to allow the Sper
Projects Committee to exercises
tonomy from the Student Coc:
The first of the reasons p:
implies that the existence oi:
SPC undermines the importanc; i
the Student Council and prevents:
Council from "assuming an top:
tant role on campus.' This arr.
ment is clearly and unconscior.;:
specious in that at no time has :
budget of the SPC been more t
about 115 or fio of the total all
cations made in a given year h;
j
Student Council.
The fourth justification prese:;(
in the proceeding letter is rep
tably both false and contradictcr
Council can prevent the grar-any SPC allocation mereb :i
instructing the Treasurer ofS'-- i
dent Council to withhold his
ture from the form which trans;'; j
money from the Student Activfc,
account to other College Accoir-Hence, any further power woulc;
superfluous. Further, the stateK
ivfc,
that action to control SPC activfc
is ". . .seldom taken becauuse f
,

L

.

j
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I
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i.
by ts:-LesaarRick
Every nation must surely know that its existence will be justified or
xtS destruction required by the character of its citizenry. Therefore if
there is a hope that America may one day become a nation where hatred
is not the strongest passion, where the bigotry and
indifference of some will not mean the degradation of others, then that hope
lies with the children; with the citizens of tomorrow. To realize this
hope we can spend our time moralizing and preaching to them, we can
trust blindly that they will conclude to live the lives we want them to
(neither of which seem to have worked before) or
can educate them.
No method is more difficult, and yet more rewarding.
For it is ignorance which spawns fear, and upon fear grows the basest
of human qualities. Bigotry and hatred are learned and soon become instinctive, given vent without thought, unless replaced by knowledge; knowledge which will make us more human. W hat sets man apart is his constant
potential for growth. Man's dignity then, must surely lie in his becoming
all that he can be. "Darkness in one mind is darkness in all minds,"
means simply that humanity, all men, is lessened when one of their kind

i
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self-servi- ng
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is.

we
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1

f

u
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u

iAnM)t,

im.v
ma:

mine the confidence of the commie
"
. . . " is in direct conflict with
procedures promulgated by the
Council to provide liason
tween the SPC and Council. Thepr
cedures adopted by this years Cx 3
cil clearly undercut the acnvis
of the SPC by making the SPC meri
the handmaiden of Council thro;
the withdrawal of SPC funds.
The fifth reason given is
mistakes. There is firs:
logical enthymeme involved in L
or trim? nStjjH r
lie A rf f r rVis c r
the student population in GamM
as a premise. Such a phrase tell'
nothing atx t why " it is no lav
;

St-den-

the largest sense, the goal of politics is to educate; literally to
"raise up." But politics, as its Greek root would tell us, was meant to
be a community affair. In our own community there are those children
who need help to raise themselves; and there are those willing to give
that help: Murk Heineman and Anne Lacy coordinate the Headstart program, Tom Storck directs the Wiggin SL tutoring program.
Tutoring is not glamorous and working for a few hours with a few
children will not set the world on fire. But I don't think we dare wait
for a true leader, for a sweeping movement, for a "new awakening"-- we
must begin now in small ways, in small places. We must begin
here
and we must not fail.
In

The Kenyon Collegian

t

basec-tw-

o

Vi

satisfactory

to allow funds tobeu

without the approval of Council
Without further explication,
cannot be validly used
Secondly, the attend;
imply that because the SPC doe
submit an itemized budget to
cil, the SPC does not merit anal
cation like other student group-tantamount to a denial of the
for such a committee and, I sut:
sufficient to show an ignorant
the workings of the SPC.
It will suffice to say that unles'
falsity of the other five assert
is seen, we may find that while
power of the Student Council
increase, the possibility iul
improvements in student life
be greatly diminished.
,
Gerald Chalph"1'
f-phra-

letter to the editors

To lhe Editors:
Due to the proliferation of many
and varied rumors, articles, and
reports concerning the West Division Lounge, the representatives
from West Division to the Campus

of-nee-

;

climb back into your shell and stop complaining.
The saddest thing is that this is just a minor aspect of a
serious problem. We could deal with the problem if it limited
itself to the Collegian but it terrifies us to think of how
it will manifest itself in future years when there's ho one to do
your work for you. Someday you will have to grow up and then,
how will you ever learn to iace the bigger and better deadlines
of this world: feeding children, paying bills, dying, etc? Reality
can destroy you.
L.F., D.L.

legislative power, and fliati;
allocation of funds.
(2) During the budgetary hear,
of last May, the memberso! '
Coordinate Council soughtc
trol of funds on the gro..
that such funds could bes:
administered by the Cot
which is more aware
of students than
single committee couldbe.;)
logical extension to our
uation is obvious.
(3) Council is clearly the c
the

The essence
of
Klein's letter

By-La-

Some of those articles which people actually took the time
to write really made us start to wonder how these people ever
were accepted at such a fine institute of higher learning. The
spelling was bad but the grammar was tragic. We deem it necessary to inform some of our contributors that seven words followed by a period do not make a sentence.

"...

SPC to exercise total autay.
(1) Council has only one a;
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Growing Up:

attle

Wins SPC

importance of benate s acuun, u.c
Continued from Page 1
faculty membership of the S.P.C.
while
imfurther that the change
has been invited to discuss the
making Council more sovereign,
meetCouncil
next
the
at
plications
emasculates SPC so it can perform
ing.
no more than yeoman service. In
short, this change smacks of paternalism in its worst form."
In reply to Mr. Edwards, President Klein issued a letter denying
the alleged unconstitutionality of
According to the Constitution (By
Council's actions , but also affirmSPC's
laws; Article I, Section 7(d) G) ,
ing the necessity to restrict
right to exercise total sutonomy. "The Special Projects Committee
shall be composed of three faculty
(See text of letter) In essence, Klein
wishes to preserve and .promote members, five students, and the
Council's power as authorized by Dean." Therefore I am unable to
its more representative nature and accept your resignation from SPC.
However, I can readily understand
to confine SPC's character as an inactivities.
new
that your extensive involvement in
body
of
itiative
On the October 6 meetingof Camstudent affairs forces you to make
pus Senate, the following motions decisions of time on the basis of
importance. Therefore, if you feel
were passed (both by a vote of
interthat the SPC does not require your
Senate's
clarifying
presence, I encourage you to subpretation of SPC.
1. Campus Senate rules that mit toSenate a constitutional amendSpecial Projects ment making your membership on
only
Committee may dispense SPC unnecessary.
However, I must object to your
funds allocated by Student Council for special stated opinion that the present orprojects without being ganization of the SPC is unconstitusubject to the actions of tional and "...is a violation of a
spirit of rule under which the SPC
other committees.
was founded and governed since
2. Campus Senate rules that 1965.'
Your constitutional argument seems
of the Conthe
stitution provide for the to be invalid. Since, as your letter
existence of a Special pointed out, the SPC may only grant
Projects Committee is those funds allocated it by Council,
the power to grant such funds is
premised upon Student
finding
of that clearly contigent upon the original
Council's
allocation from Council itself. Such
rnmmittpp
Senate metyesterday and resolved
an allocation was rejected by the
the question of unconstitutionality
Finance Comnrttee of Council last
through its unanimous approval of Mav.
Your argument that the reorganizathe constitutional amendments pretion of the SPC violates the prinsented by Mr. Klein. The amendments designate S.P.C. as the "soul ciples of the SPC itself is more
recommending body for Student serious, and I feel that Council
Council regarding the appropriation
should justify its position to all
of Council's Student A ctivity Fund."
concerned. There are 5 reasons why
Council no longer sees fit to allow
In order to further explicate the

ent.
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COMING Saturday nighl. ihe Social Committee will present
Schwall who play blues and play them well. Corky Siegel is
of the group, playing guitar and harmonica,
He leader and dynamo
and dominating the vocals. Jim Schwall plays guitar and is a vocalist
up by a bass and drums, they have been playing toas well. Backed
THIS

Siegel

eight years, originating in the Chicago suburb of New Tier.
album has been released recently by Wooden Nickel Records, and according to Rick Alles, Social Chairman and a patron of
their concerts, they were "very exciting". Siegel Schwall will perform
inRosse Hall at 8:00 p.m. and tickets are on sale for $1.50.
gether for

Their new

by Dave Plunkett
On Thursday evening, October
28, the Hill Theater will present
its first production of the season,
The Tragedy of Antigone by Sophocles.
The play, written in the 5th century B.C., brings to the fore many
of the human problems that plagued
the Greeks, and continue to trouble
people in contemporary life. The
great questions of true justice, a
citizen's obedience to conscience
or authority, the morality of law,
and the extent of a ruler's responsibility to the law, are all
raised in this drama of ideals in
conflict.
The director, James A. Patterson, said that the Hill Theatre's
production of the play will stress
the "timeless quality" of the work,
rather than stressing the fact that
it is a Greek tragedy. For this
reason neither the set, with it's
informal arrangement, nor the costumes will reflect any specific
period in history. This will hopefully make the audience more aware
of the action on stage, rather than

Surfing
were
Spent
In Hellhole Horror
Lives

by Hobart Taylor

committee of observors in Attica Prison is now convinced that
of prisoners and guards may take place in this institution.
a massacre
every person who hears
For the sake of our common humanity, we call on
to come to Attica to
state
governor
of
this
the
implore
to
words
tee
with the committee of observors, so that we can spend time
consult
the issues before us." This statemand not lives in the attempt to resolve
ent made by the full committee of observors accompanied a telegram
of
urging the governor to come to Attica. It was issued on the afternoon
Sunday, September
12, nineteen hours before the tragedy. It received no
from the governor, however, later that evening
specific acknowledgement
he issued
a statement saying that he felt his presence would in no way
aid in the resolution of the conflict A final telephone call by three members of the observor committee to the governor received a noncommittal
response to the question of whether he would send in the state troopers
massed outside the prison gates or whether he would give the committee
During this conversation, 500
more time to negotiate a compromise.
state troopers
joined the 700 state and local law enforcement agents
assembled
in front of the prison with a tear gas loaded helicopter.
men are dead, and
Lives WERE spent at Attica, not time. Forty-on- e
none of the commissions,
investigations or exposes can bring them back.
It may well be
that the fault lies with the governor for not fully assessing
the relative dangers of continued negotiation against the danger of a sure
massacre. It may well be that 1,200 state troopers, National Guardsmen,
"The

guards, under the command of Captain Henry Williams,
of Prison Security at Attica, were jumpy, afraid, and veangeful.
It may well
be that the fault lies with those on both sides who appeared
to be
intransient. But all of that is secondary. What should be of primary concern as we begin
to pick up the pieces is why Attica occurred
and how we
should react to it.
Aside from the two unresolved demands, amnesty from criminal prosecution and the removal of Vincent Mancusi as Warden, the other 28
demands were reasonable,
in fact, essential to the continued operation
of Attica.
In the preamble to their demands, the inmates at Attica asked
at along with
the demands be an understanding, an understanding of
em as men, not
as beasts. They demanded that we, the rest of society,
recognize their common
humanity, and that we respond humanly and
humanely in regard to
their welfare. These men should not have to
rehabilitation center. They should not have to demand adequate
medical care. They should not have to demand freedom to read what they
choose. They should not
have to demand meaningful training in a trade. They
st"uld not have to
demand a fair wage for the labor of their hands. Their
sentence is their punishment, by law, and prisons are meant to be "correctional facilities". Instead, through apathy, we have allowed America's
Prisons, especially
on the state and local levels, to become hellholes.
Attica did not
occur because a bunch of psychopaths went on a ram-P- e,
as the Vice President so eloquently suggested. It occurred because
loM men
had had enough. They had had enough of promises of equal
protection under
law and had witnessed enough cases of unequal persecution of the
convicted criminal. It occurred because the same New York
lelislature that had authorized $1,000,000,000 for the construction of
ice buildings
in A lbany had refused to consider a bill that would pay
le
minimum wage to men who entered prison with little hope of having
Jmg but bitter memories when they left. And it happened because
Hericans, all of us, shut prisons and prisoners out of our minds just
15
effectively as we shut them up in Atticas and San Quentins.
'here is the anger, the concern, and the deep seated soul searching
accompanied Kent and Jackson States, or doesn't our common
Mianity
extend to the officers and prisoners at Attica. Where are the
fches, the letters to the editor,
the major policy statements by
JU'ticians, the T.V. specials, and the raft of expert opinions that cling
national tragedy
like moss to a dead stump. Have we forgotten that as
ds any of us
suffer iniustice we all do? Where are we, "concerned
youth'
when others who share our common humanity cry out.
prison
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by Leslie Fradkin
Ladies and gentlemen, it is finally here; Surf's Up. This latest
Beach Boys album contains the legendary title track of the same
name as well as nine other new
titles. Surf's Up is everything
stunning,
Sunflower
musically adventurous, good clean
fun (easier to have these days)
as well as being extremely literate
(something unusual for the Beach
Boys). I am at a loss to explain the
presence of the dead indian on the
dark green cover but as for the
music inside, most of it was written
over the last two months in short
bursts of energy and is simply the
latest example of the genius (might
as well come right out and say it)
of the Beach Boys.
The album's strongest points
apear to be some excellent production, the ever increasing engineering feats of Stephen Desper
as well as some uncommonly excellent songwriting by the entire
group ( except for Dennis Wilson
who is presently incapacitated by a
sever hand injury). The Beach Boys
are in the midst of a strong revival,
after a period of relative backward,
but by no means harmful, obscurity.
Following Pet Sounds, the group
went through many hassles with
Capitol Records with their many
novel experimental musical adventures. Capitol, and for that matter,
the public at large, could only focus
on the Beach Boys' old clean image:
surfers. But they had
failed to see the group's transcendency into a genuine expressions of
Smiley Smile, Wild
Honey, Friends, and 2020 are all
albums which reflect, for the most
part, this attempt to grow and naturally suffer from public neglect.
This latest record contains two excellent Carl Wilson songs: "Long
Promised Road" & "Feel Flows' ,
some cute but enjoyable efforts
from Al Jardine ("Don't Go Near
The
Water", "Looking At To&
"Take A Load Off
morrow'
Your Feet' ), Bruce Johnston ("Disney Girls' ) and Mike Love ("Student Demonstration Time' ). But the
real mind blowers come, of course
from Brian Wilson, who seems to
have overcome much of the public
paranoia which has characterized
his life for the last several years.
"A Day In The Life Of A Tree".
"Till I Die" and "Surf's Up" can
only be described as "the sound
of heaven' (Brian's description).
These songs, as others on the album,
express a deep concern for conservation and nature. The title track
is written in collaboration with Van
Dyke Parks (of "Song Cycle' fame)
and is truly amazing. Lyrically and
musically, it is perfection. "Surf's
Up'
is, of course, part of that
was-technic-
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Revival

Lisa Myers
of the set construction or costume
design.
Mr. Patterson also emphasized
that the chorus will play a major
role in the production. A musical
score, of the style used in Greek
drama, composed by Mr. Paul Schwartz especially for this production,
plus choreography by Mitzi Van- -

Segue

rock 'n roll legend: the
album "Smile". It
was the most discussed and written
about venture in pop music. The
album was very revolutionary for
Pepper) and had
it's time (pre-Sg- t.
Brian not been so harassed by setbacks in the project, the Beach
veritable

never-releas-

ed

critique
Boys might have stolen some of the
Beatles' thunder. The album contained many tracks now available-"Win- d

Chimes", "Wonderful", "He
roes and Villians' and "Vegetables' (from Smiley Smile);
(from 2020) as well
as "Bycycle Rider", "The Child
Is Father To The Man" and that
p
of Brian's escapades-- a
most
four part suite called "The Ele"Cab-inessenc- e"

mad-ca-

ments

"

which

contained

"Fire-musi-

c'

David Jaffe
runkle, using movements such as
contractions and lunges into the
action, will aid the chorus in fulfilling their role as primary participants in the tragedy.
The cast itself is headed by Lisa
Ann Myers as Antigone. Ismene,
Antigone's sister is played by Jane
Herscopf. Creon is portrayed by
David Jaffe, with Robert Pennington
enacting the role of Haemon. Joy
Ott performs as Creon' s wife, with
David Doepkin as Teiresias, Robert
Shawver, David Wickenden and Mark
Rosenthal as the Palace Guards,
John Gilliss as the Messenger, Bill
Slusser as the Guard, and Peter
Rogan as the Boy. The chorus
leaders are Thomas Allen, Robert
Jaffe and Richard Irving. The chorus
members include:' Douglas Anderson, Todd Leavitt, William Nininger
Christopher Townsend, W. Leon
Haslip, Peter Carroll, David Glas-co- e
and Leonard Felder.
The scenery and the lighting,
which
emphasize largeness and
fluidity respectively are done by
Daniel Parr. The costumes are designed by Pegi Goodman and produced by Jeanne Patton. The producer of the play is Mark Rosenthal.
Performances will be October
and November 6 at8:30 p.m.
0
Tickets are free to all Kenyon and
Coordinate College student, with
4--

28-3-

IJ). card.
"This track doomed the
To sum up, Mr. Patterson is
project and was later directly responsible for causing the Surf's Up looking forward to the opening of
.

the play and said in the regard:'!
album to be recorded. Upon rehope we will be successful in escording that roaring aural firea production style, that
tablishing
storm, the building across the street
2500-yeold play
burnt down. Brian freaked out and will allow a
withaudience
a
to
modern
speak
to
Recently,
he
cancelled the album.
out the obvious "updating" of script
unearthed a tape of Fire-Mus- ic
and Surfs Up and remarked: "I or playing in modern dress. I am
have to admit, it's not bad." Such after establishing the reality of the
play for a 1971 audience."
is our luck.
ar

Baroque Ensemble

Concerted Bach
by Gregory Hunt

The Kenyon Baroque Chamber

semble opens its

1971-7-

2

En-

season

on Sunday, Oct. 24 at 2:30 P. M.
Directing the 11
in Philo Hall.
member ensemble in a program of
Bach, Handel, Telemann and Fasch
Kenneth Taylor, Assistant Professor of Music at Kenyon. The recital of music from Northern Germany, ca. 1730, is sponsored by
the Kenyon Music Club in honor of
the Festival of German Culture,
now in progress. Proceeds from
the concert benefit the Music Club
and its activities.
New to the Baroque concerts this
year is an admission policy which

offers to all

concert-goe-

rs

the

op-

tion of reserving seats in advance
and which requires a 25(5
charge for students and children under 12. Requests for advance
reserved seating, accompanied by a
check for $1.00, may be booked
with Music Club Treasurer Kevin
Millard at Box 8, Gambier, no later
than Friday, Oct. 22. Tickets will
be available at the door and seats
will be held up to five minutes beat-the-d- oor

fore performance time. For students opting to reserve seats the
will be waived.
student charge
Otherwise the former admission
policy will be observed in the $1.00

charge for unreserved,
entrance.

non-stude- nt

A recent Music Club meeting discussed the necessity for changingthe
former policy of admission for the
Ensemble concerts. In past years
students and children under 12 were
paid
admitted free and
$1.00 at the door. The popularity
of the Baroque programs, however,
has increased to the extent that
Philo's seating capacity is no longer sufficient. The lack or unavailability of any other acoustically
and spatially suitable facilities on
campus requires the continued use
of Philo. Other campus functions,
such as the recent "Nixonomics"
lectures presented by the Economics
Department, have alsofeltthe strain
of unsatisfactory conditions in Philo
and the lack of any viable alterWith its new policy the
natives.
Music Club hopes not to discourage
enthusiasm for the Baroque presentations but to relieve an overcrowded and impersonal atmosphere
at the concerts.
Another factor in adopting a new
and more lucrative policy of admission is the Music Club's lack of
subsidization by the College. Kenyon
has chosen not to support a "performing music department." says
Continued on Page 4
non-stude-

nts
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Noble Undertaking

Lem ley's Lake

by Sieve Slelller
Few Kenyon students have driven
back on route 36 from a Thrifty
Mart run without seeing a rather
prominent "cement Jesus' apparently standing on a trash can in
the middle of a carefully sloped,
lake. There
is actually more to the story of this
bit of local color than meets the
eye of the discerning motorist. The
statue is not in fact, cement, but
white Carrara marble, shioDed directly from Italy to the Mount
Vernon Memorial Gardens. And the
lake, now holding two feet of water
and three hundred fish (250 blue-gi- ll
and 50 largemouth bass, for
those of you Field and Stream enthusiasts), will in a few days be
filled up eight feet to the statue's
toes to complete the theme of the
lake, "Christ walking on the water".
Mr. Herman Lemley, owner of the
Memorial Gardens cemetery, and
designer of the lake, says he has
never seen anything like it anywhere
else. When Mr. Lemley has completed his project next spring by
laying underground cable for eight
timed floodlights, the motoristpass-in- g
the lake at night will surely
agree.
Mr. Lemley bought the cemetery
in 1966, having been in the business
eight years before. "There's not
a nicer laid cemetery in the state,
and I've worked all over the state,''
he says. Lemley noted the great
expansion acreage he has, and com
three-quarters-em-

pty

mented that he expects the Memorial
will be around three
Gardens
hundred years from now. His intention is to "build the mostbeauti-fu- l
cemetery in Knox County, so
that when people mention a cemetery they'll mean this one." Lem-ley- 's
official title is President of
the Mount Vernon Memorial Gardens, Inc. He also owns 100 of
the stock.
The statue (the lake model is
called "The Resurrection") arrived
from Italy last March, and was
installed in the lake with an
boom. Lemley orders all his
statues from Carrara because the
white marble is the only kind in
the world that never requires
and gets whiter with weathering. He had hoped the lake would
but this last year
fill from run-of- f,
has been one of the driest ever in
Knox County, with almost seven and
a half inches below normal rain
level. Lemley said "the lake has
been a sore eye to me all summer";
each time he went to buy his milk at
Lawson's store, the cashier would
ask him when he was going to fill his
lake. So, tired of the ribbing he had
been getting from the citizenry, he
contracted Carl "Key Eye" Wolfe
to drill a
well, and
run a one and a quarter inch line
underground to fill the kale. "I
told Carl I was hoping he'd hit a
ep

vein of oil while he was

drilling,"

Lemly joked. "Then I could be sitting pretty, owning the onlv cemetery

God as Dentist
better. Through their biblical readings and prayer they sought greater
understanding of their relationship
to Him.

Their primary means of coming
Jesus is worship. Members
continually offer praise, claiming
several miracles they have individually witnessed as further signs of
Jesus' growing presence. Together
they have undergone the miracle of
tongues- -a sudden flood of speech
distinct from one's own. One boy
recalls his first experience to be
a surge of classical Latin, taking
place in the midst of intenseprayer.
Such outward signs are satisfying, but they are not the primary
intent of the group. Foremost they
are looking for spiritual guidance
and insight. Such insightguides them
through
decisions, commitments and relationships with
others. As an added attraction, one
girl notes thather fire and brimstone
sermons on Jesus are a quick means
of getting friends out of her room.
"They're kind of worried aboutme."
Two years ago, five
Christians began meeting in she confesses.
the freshman dorms. Each evening
A Smile is Enough
before dinner they held informal
growth
and underPersonal
prayer and hymn sessions. These standing of Chris is only partof the
meetings were openly disclosed, group's overall purpose. They are
although one amused participant remost anxious to receive new particcalls the static he took when, "I ipants on campus. When I questioned
Want More of Jesus" wafted through
their refual to actively seek stuLewis Hall,. By the fall of 1970 the dents, as other movements do, a
group had quintupled in size and boy replied, "We want to approach
made the move to the college chapel. them the way Jesus did." They feel
Presently, some five freshman, ten that the move to the chapel has
sophomores and another ten juniors given students at Kenyon easy access
meet each evening for two hours, to the group. Moreover, they beparticipating in an informal session
lieve that God has not willed them
of song, prayer and discussion.
to invoke any more active pursuit
But a question: Why? Why do some of members. They are very contwenty-fiv- e
students continue to cerned about their approach, as they
spend their Saturday nights in the
don't want to thrust Christianity at
chapel?
anyone. "We follow the will of God,
Their Purposes
and so far God hasn't led us to
I approached the group one evenother work. As we get to know
ing, interrupting a slow ballad acGod better, all the rest will come
companied by guitar. Members were naturally. We don't solicit because
casual and receptive, so I sat down the Lord says it will turn them off.
next to what seemed to be the leader. A smile is enough."
Curiously, neither he nor any of
Members welcome all skeptics,
the other members would give their professed atheists and generally
names. They acknowledge Jesus as lost souls, to stop by and talk.
their leader; all other identities To those still dubious of the group's
were subservient to Him
overall normalcy, members offer
The twenty-fiv- e
members in the the comment of one visitor, who,
circle were Christians. They held stopping by after a sensitivity sesone common purpose in meeting sion, proclaimed in relief, "At least
each evening: getting to know Jesus this is sane!"
fuJl-sca-
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Jesus Comes to Gambier
by Mary W ampler
Jesus People in Gambier? I wasn't surprised. It was inevitable that
Kenyon would pick up strains of the
country.
the
sweeping
force
movele
Berkeley reveals a
ment of converts, each ordained
with a secret Jesus People handshake and a little blue button with
one finger pointing skyward. Followers enthusisastically meditate
to restore their souls, psyches or
454 V8's
it's all relative.
A Pennsylvania movement has
furthered the Jesus cause with a
oration, entitled, "Can
God Fill Teeth?" This revival features a Southern Baptist minister,
adept at sharing cosmic truths
through dental repair. Meanwhile,
Ohio is not to be outdone, by attracting members through Karate
for Christ clubs.
Saturday Nights in the Chapel
Avowing all this spirited activity, just where are out little Kenyon apostles?
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photo by Rodnan
Mother lode marble, majestically
mounted, stands in dank serenity,
in the state with a roof over it."
Now Lemley can bring the water
level up to the statue's feet and
maintain it. If there is too much rain,
a spillway through a six inch pipe
into the dam will take off the excess
water. If the water level falls below
the foot line, he can throw an electrical switch and pump water continuously until the statue is once
more "walking on the water". The
well is now finished, and after three
days of pumping, the lake should be
filled. A new chemical called cutrine
will be sprayed in the lake twice a
year to cut the growth of algae, etc.
down three feet from the surface. He
rejected the suggestion that a weeping willow be planted at the lake, because the leaves would clutter the
water. He has planted instead four
spreading ewes and two Norway
spruce, but doesn't want to block the
view of the lake from the highway.
"The Resurrection" is not the
only Carrara statue Lemley has.
"The Christus" greets the visitor to
the Gardens as he enters the
cemetery
grounds through the
central "boulevard". To the right
is "The Open Bible' , with the
Lord's Prayer inscribed on it; and
to the left, "The Lord's Last Supper' in tableau form. Lemley is
adding a new section of two and a
half acres which will contain a
"Garden of Gethsemane" theme and
statue.
Tombstones are notallowed in the
cemetery, which is open to all faiths.
All markers are a flush-typ- e
bronze
with a vase, leaving less of a maintenance problem for Lenley's one

caretaker.

The

sixteen-acr-

e

ex-

panse has thirty-thre- e
trees, over
four hundred graves, and aboutl450
family plots owned in it to date.
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flux of capable and available n
cians the Ensemble soon invited
participation of student meiri

resulting

self-defen- se

self-defen-

its

in

to date of

maximum

pp.

members: foK
whom are new this year; and J
three of whom are not from
y
undergraduate community,
Taylor finds a correlation bet;
academic and musical excellent
that the increasing number
who are able to meetthe
tion standards of the Ensemble it
indication of larger and more
ified freshman classes in re11

ofc-dent- s

-,

years.
The abundance of student

men'-ha-

s

enabled the Ensemble to bra-its purposes to include as its
ond major goal the disseminata
knowledge concerning the proble-o- f
Baroque performance thro,
,

seminars

critical

and

reading;

addition to Saturday morning
hearsals in Rosse Hall and ac:

r:

performances. Members
elect to work for credit.

can

The Music Club was founded ;
1969 at the suggestion of Prof.F;.
Schwartz who felt that sufficients:

T,

'-

entrance to the Drama Club's productions and the Film Society's presentations, entrance to the Baroque
concerts is not covered by the general fee and so the Music Club feels
justified in attaching a nomical
charge to its programs this year.
However, the Club plans to evaluate the new measures.
The Music Club is pre-datby
the Baroque Ensemble, which was
formed in 1966 with Mr. Taylor as
leader. It was then a small group
of adult musicians from the Kenyon
community and had no student members. The Ensemble took as its
manifesto the presentation of Baroque works commonly heard only
on recordings and the performance
of them as true to the style of
the period as Dossible. With the
ed

dent interest in musical activife
justified the formation of such:
institution. Like the Baroque &
comMo

nent who might have a knife, sword
or club and can then stun, disable
or kill, using only his body.
While there hasn't been much
call for unarmed
in
Gambier recently, most of us won't
always be in Gambier. Furthermore,
this is an art form, somewhat like
dance. So, if by chance you wander
into the fieldhouse and see a dozen
white clad students kicking, chopping
and making strange noises, don't
get upset. Its the Martial Arts
Club, learning how to mangle you. If
anyone is interested, one may join
the Club at the beginning of second
semester. Dues are currently two

Mucin

finds b

PIllVl

members in faculty, students,
members of the community.
The continued growth and
of the Baroque Ensemble,

as

b

develct-men- t

fc

Music Club and now the WoodK
Quintet in a coordinated effort:
expand the musical horizons s
musical presentations at Kenyani
benefit Kenyon audience through
sf
more varied and
lection of programs.
well-balanc- ed
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Clique Climbs

by David Lopatto
You're walking down Middle Path
w hen you're attacked by a fresh man
who has had a nervous breakdown
because of the fraternity rush. What
do you do? You recover in a hospital for six months and then join
the Martial Arts program so that
it will never happen again.
Currently in its second year on
campus, the Martial Arts Club of
Kenyon College has been meeting
several times each week to study
unarmed
techniques.
Various holds, kicks, strikes and
throws taken from Karate, Judo
and Kansetsu are taught by Tom
Donahue, a holder of the black
belt and a sophomore at Kenyon.
Only a few students have taken advantage of the club, which not only
benefits the member by teaching
him methods of
but
helps improve balance, coordination
and physical fitness.
Karate, Judo, Kansetsu are ancient
froms which originated in Eastern Asia almost one
thousand years ago. Their histories
trace back to the ancient Samurai
Warriors of Japan, as well as China
and Okinawa. Perfected over the
centuries, these forms are so lethal
that an expert can disarm an oppo
self-defen- se

Continued from Page 3
Mr. Taylor, faculty advisor to the
Music Club as well as leader of
the Baroque Ensemble. Nor is there
a subsidy for the purchase of instruments to be used by the Music
Department and those associated
with its activities. Therefore the
Music Club was formed in part in
order to provide instruments, particularly "exceptional" instruments,
which were not likely to be programmed for purchase by the College. The Music Club's efforts in
this direction have succeeded so far
in acquiring a Baroque "D trumpet
and a harpsichord (with financial aid
from the Special Projects Committee); most recently a chamber
organ (also in part via Special Projects) and, soon, a Baroque violin
bow. Proceeds of Baroque Ensemble
concerts and donations to the Club
will also contribute to paying the
fee of the professional OSU bassist
needed this year to complement the
Ensemble's growing string section
In order to pursue its goals more effectively the Music Club feels that
it can no longer rely on donations
and
fees only. Unlike
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HELP WANTED

$100.00 weekly possible
addressing mail for firms
Full or part time at hom?
Send stamped
self-address-
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envelope to:
Blaber Co.
Box 12459
El Paso, Texas 79912
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by Les Koch
Hilda Hite has worked at an airplane plant and in an electrical factory; she spent two ysars as a
nurse's aid in Mt. Vernon hospitals;
and eventually Hilda decided to try
a new vocation as a short-ordcook
at Mazza's Restaurant. Through this
long and arduous career Hilda endeavored to find her niche-an- d
after
eleven years under the kind patronage of the infamous Joe Mazza, those
who might have known about such
things probably had begun to conjecture that Hilda's guiding star
was dimming. Then, all of a sudden,
on a particularly bright day in 1967
Hilda came across a want-a- d advertising for a cook at a little college
coffee shop. She applied for the position and from thence Hilda Hite was
off on a new, challenging, and most
rewarding career.
Now, every afternoon from Sunday to Thursday since that eventful
day in 1967, this little, gray-hairlady in white has made her twelve
mile pilgrimage from the other side
of Mt. Vernon into Gambier. And
at precisely 4:30 P.M. on these
photo by Kallslrom
A
afternoons, meek,
matronly Hilda Hite begins her eight HILDA HITE, owner of the face wh ich launched a thousand sips and
hour reign as Queen of the Coffee of the hands that compose at least 3, 000 Sangies a week, deftly draws
the draft.
Shop.
Hilda says that her job at the ations in the shop each year: the pine nights there was a Kenyon woman
Kenyon College Coffee Shop is the bows are branches from Hilda's own
working in the coffee shop. It was an
most pleasant she has ever had and Christmas 'ree and the decorations
entirely harmless venture; the unshe does seem to be happy with her were purchased with money right out suspecting female was just subof Hilda's own purse. How many stituting for a Kenyon man who
position. Through Hilda's commanding personality she makes her prepitchers of beer have been "on couldn't make it to work those parsence felt; she seems almost to have Hilda," too!
ticular nights. But Hilda just didn't
imposed, by her mere presence, that
But as pleasant as her position
like it. She willingly discussed the
unique personality on the coffee shop and the atmosphere is generally, all
problem; and it's now time to set
it self. Although few Kenyon students is not well in the coffee shop. The right what might perhaps be conare aware of the fact, we all owe rumor that Hilda recently blew up is strued as an unfounded prejudice
Hilda a ' thank-yofor the decor- - confirmed, for it seems that for two on the part of the Coffee Shop Queen.
It seems that there is a bit of heavy
lifting to be done by the students that
work nights in the Coffee Shop; and
says Hilda, women simply are not
physically equipped to handle the job.
Apparently the decision has no posto
strength
sibility of being reversed; Kenyon
be
film;
of
the
is
what
by Marc Speiser
women will simply have to find emdone?
ployment elsewhere.
War Game is a pseudodocumen-tar- y
I saw the film in 1968. The deconcerning the effects of a nuDuring her tenure here at Kentails still stick in my mind, often
clear attack on Great Britain. The reappearing in evil dreams or in yon, Hilda has also had the opportunity to make some observations
film begins with the American inmental flashbacks when reading histhe students. She likes the stuvasion of North Vietnam. The USSR tory. I remember that the Philadelstarts retaliatory attacks in Europe phia McCarthy Campaign people dents, but they do have one outand
seals off Berlin. American would show the film once in a while standing shortcoming: Kenyon stuNATO forces request the use of for
Had everybody dents "don't know how to take 'No!'
tactical nuclear weapons, which is seen the film, he would have been for an answer." Resourceful person
granted. England declares a state of an instant convert.
that she is, though, Hilda has learned
war. The Parliament is suspended
I remember
that the film hit how to deal with the problem: she
simply talks a little louder and a
and the nation is placed under marmany people like a sledge-hammtial law, governed by district comon their sensibilities; the feeling little faster than they do. It appears
manders.
of inevitablity falls upon one like a to be an adequate solution; says
Hilda, "They know who's the boss."
The attack upon English military
bases commences. The destruction
The Coffee Shop's claim to fame,
wreaked upon England is systematias we all know, is the weekly, bically recorded in a calm, methodical
weekly, or triweekly brewology
way. There are quotes from English
seminar. No one knows where the
laws permitting the actions taken by bloody shroud. The cloud that hit class cards come from, but it is
the Government.
the people was so great, so overnow discovered that Hilda has them
The film is made ever more ef- whelming, that the only release
in her possession. She
conducts
fective by the domination of the was immediate discussion. The talks these seminars with a remarkable
visual over the verbal commentary. went far into the night; telegrams finesse and is doubtless one of the
There is no superfluous language. were sent to LBJ, petitions drawn most revered instructors on camThere are no moral comments un- up, and people were running scared. pus. Hopefully a word to the wise
til the end of the film to lessen For the less intellectual, there was here will suffice, for Hilda has let
the shock upon the viewer. The alcohol, which probably did as much
it be known that some of the grades
'realities' are grimly depicted, often good as anything else that went on. in the seminar look pretty bad. Of
mixed with a thin current of unBut the film must not stop you course Hilda doesn't indulge: "I
derstatement to make the pictures in your tracks. The film presents just don't believe in it" But she
even more grotesque and real. The a realistic challenge to the indivadmits that she's "had some great
film is stark, brutal, and totally idualdo you fight or do you die? times here with the boys." Hilda
within the realm of reality. Whereas Do you drop out or do you stick
isn't one to deny herself a good
a film like Dr. Strangelove could be it out? Will you push or will you time, but, getting back to those bad
rationalized away as grisly sur- crawl, as did the survivors.
grades, fun's fun and when Hilda
says "No!", she means it.
real humor, the War Game comes
The closing scene of the film
across as a deadly reality, which it was a Christmas service in a
is. The scenario is realistic to the wrecked
city.
It was subtle
nth degree. When the Vietnam war is commentary on the world. Do you
concluded, there will be another act or do you pray when it is too
trigger for the holocaust.
late?
The question is 'how can this
This is a powerful film. You owe
WELCOME FRESHMAN
message
unspoken
be stopped?' The
to
yourself to see it.
it
is that come the next war, there will
Levi's & Lee's
It will be shown tomorrow, Octbe no survivors nor a civilization
for men and women
to speak of. The reality is that the ober 15, at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.,
next war will be the faultof those who Saturday the 15th at 10 p.m. and
Also, Bass Weejuns
allow it to occur. It will not be a Sunday at 8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.
question of Hitler or Himmler this It is not recommended for children
and Clark's
time around-- it is a matter for all and once is enough for everybody
Desert Boots
men to worry about. Here is the else.
er
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photo by Kallslrom
rMl "
JET seller cruises along Route 13, passing fields and trees,
he notices a sign. Is it just another billboard, cluttering the view?
Certainly not. for rather than literary magazines and an excellent
faculty, it seems that football is the pride and joy of the most prestigious college in Knox County.
'
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mild-manner-

by Jim Lucas and Carl Mueller
d
Life Gay al Oberlin
dorms, Oberlin
Magazine
article on the Co-e- d
Following the Life
for the young lady in search of freCollege appeared to be tailor-mad- e
ezing sex action. The college, however, seems to have done more
was rectan its share to discredit this myth. The Gay Liberation group
ently approved by the administration as an official College Club. The
are not sick, it will
club will attempt to show people that homosexuals
help people
"realized their full potential of sexaa! expression." But
get even worse, with the ratio of available men to women
time.; could
urther reduced by the increase in women's enrollment. For the first
1930, the freshman class has more women than men. Of
time since
there are 24 more women than men. Good luck,
the 734 people enrolled,
Co-e-

ladies.

Holy Toledo! Bigot Bombs Big
White Nationalist Parry dellast week and was driven off the
campus. Mr. Veh is an advocate of ' White Power," who says that his
goal is to "gain power and
rid the nation of all Jew s and Blacks." He
of all crimes are
bases all of his beliefs on "facts", claiming that 55
commuted by blacks, and that blacks are inferior to whites. They are
". . . lazy, unintelligent, savage beings" who should be totally segregated
and shipped
off to Afr::i whtV'i :hey belong. Veh also blames all the
problems
and the supressions in society on the Jews: "The national
economy is a mess because of the Jews behind it. Then they claim to
be God's chosen people. . ." His speech was criticized by a representative
of the Campus
Crusade for Christ who called for a "real peace effort
ith true Christian love,'
unlike Veh's crass hatred. Veh was escorted
from
the campjs after several Christians attempted to assault him.
Russel Veh, leader of the Toledo-base- d
ivered a speech at Toledo University

Are You Listening, Bill?
(UPI)-Officia-

ce

Scholars Burned, Books Boycotted
604

students and faculty members of Heidelberg College signed a
stating an intention to boycott the bookstore for two days, and
questing that the bookstore management be placed under a student
aulty committee. Apparently, the
bookstore has been unreceptive to
complaints and
suggestions concerning proceedures and policies.

Petition

Up

life in Kenyon's Leonard Towers is not regarded as gracious
llving,
it is heaven compared to Otterbein College's Scott Hall, a men's
form. The
dorm is only 20 years old but that didn't stop the crabs
from
moving into the bathroom, or the toilets from flushing raw sewage
ont the
floors, and it certainly didn't stop the green mold from grow-m- S
three feet up a shower wall. One of the solutions suggested is to do
awa)' with full-tijanitorial employees and replace them with part-tun- e
student janitors. The advantage of this would be an improved
'ua'it' of work.: "if a student janitor leaves a dorm rest room filthy,
you honestly
think the football players are going to stand for it?"
While

me

The Tamil
Dave
s

Holsworth,

that Schwins Together, Wins Together

a freshman

at Muskingum

College diJ not y to
--

with his colleagues. Instead, he ar-- several relatives, girl friends,
Parents loaded "tons of baggage" on bicycles and spent eight days
fldiirgfrom Vineland, New
to
new home in New Concord, Ohio.
ool

1

Jersey his
The Continuing Benefits of the Liberal Arts
n another
of the innumerable studies done on the effects of a college
k&ee, this one
sponsored by the Carnegie Commission on Higher
two interesting aspects emerge. First, that the greater one's
education, the
greater the dependence on the printed media. However,
tchineo television than
wucge giauuaica aptnw
"""graduates. thp amn.mt nf time soent staring at the toeb is greater
than that
hinpH. Secondly,' you might
-- "
given UJ all UUlcl lliaoa iiicvj"
want to know that 60
of the college graduates ubeu in uie
jluated their marriages as "very happy," whereas only 46 of the
araooi graduates were able to say tne same aooui uien manages.
Ed-Ucati-

1

u"

Pattern's Aftermash

GamesWe Play

a-b- out

fund-raisin- g.

following appeared in the Text, of Lowell Technological Institute
of Mass:
ls
Seattle, Wash.,
at the regional Office of Emergency preparedness reported that they received a long distance phone
call complaining
that the price of marijuana had risen $40 a pound despite
President Nixon's wage-prifreeze.
A
spokesman of the office said about the caller, "he said that at that
Price, he would have to turn to hard stuff and he didn't want to.'"
The
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EViulch EViellons
Tartan

by Richard Clarke
The Kenyon football team picked
a good time for their opening win
of the 1971 season. Before an enthusiastic Homecoming Day crowd,
the Lords ended a string of three
9
successive failures with a
trouncing of the Carnegie-Mello- n
Tartans to bring their record
The Lords offense didn't seem to
be bothered at all by a steady rain
during the game as they equalled
their TD production for their first
three games by tallying six

Marshall's

25-1- 3.

32-1- 3.

39-1-

3.

six-pointe-

Szmania bulled into the

successful conversion, the Lords
After a poor CMU punt
led
Handel culminated a nine play drive
with a five yard scoring pass to
Szmania finished
Samstag for
the Lord scoring for the day with
Lord
3
a 60 yard dash fo a
lead, making the last CMU score
meaningless.
There were numerous standouts
in addition to Szmania and Handel.
Samstag hauled in 6 passes for 70
yards to bring his amazing short
career as a wide receiver to 15
catches for 237 yards and two
TD's. Wingback John Moroney also
had an excellent day with 4 catches
for 82 yards, and four returns of
70 yards on punts and kick-off- s.
The offensive line played an outstanding game, as borne out by the
234 yards the Lords picked up
rushing. Particularly encouraging
was the play of several freshmen
Rich Salomon, who played well in
his first starting assignment at
defensive middle guard; defensive
back Tom Oakley, whose interception in the second quarter set
up the second Kenyon score; and
offensive linemen Jerry Retar, who
filled in admirably for the injured
Jim Mical.
A week earlier, the Lords had
not been quite as
a 14-squeaker to Marietta. The
Lords spotted the Pioneers 14 first
quarter points and then the defense
came up with a superior effort
while the offense finally started to
jell. The offense's ability to move
the ball was particularly heartening
after the many wasted opportunities
in the losses to Otterbein and Hobart.
A fumble recovery by Charlie
Contrada just past midfield in Marietta territory set up the Lords'
first score, a one yard run on 4th

39-1-

1--

9,

end zone and following

rs.

Though a superlative team effort was responsible for the encouraging triumph, the perforJoe
mances of freshman full-baSzmania and junior quarterbackDan
Handel were particularly outstanding. Handel was on target hitting
14 of 22 aerials for 218 yards and
two TD's, and Szmania racked up
186 yards rushing on 22 carries,
scored four TD's, and intercepted
one CMU pass during a brief stint
on defense.
After a scoreless first quarter,
the fireworks began. Carnegie-Mello- n
opened the scoring with a TD
and Kenyon responded with two
scores bySzmnniafrom one yard
out and Handel connected with tight
end Mike Duffy on a 45 yard scoring play. However, the conversion
attempts failed following both scores
ck

lucky-droppi-

and the Kenyon lead was only 12-Tartans then went ahead for the
last time at
but that lead
didn't last long as following the
kick-of- f,
the Lords drove 61 yards
in 7 plays, capped by Szmania's
score from the one, for an 18-edge at half.
It took the Lords just two plays
to score in the second half. Handel
hit wingback John Moroney on a
pass play which covered 57 yards,
and on the next play from the

ng

13

6.

13-1- 2,

13

ooters Roll On

rated definite underdogs. However,
the Lords didn't seem overly impressed by that ranking as they topDavid
pled the Yeoman booters
Newell was again the scoring hero
as he collected the first and last
Kenyon goals. After Newell's first
goal early in the first quarter, the
defense was airtight and kept the
Oberlin scoring opportunities to a
Five minutes into the
minimun.
second half Kenyon scored when
David Barclay took a beautiful lead
pass from center halfback Keith
Tanaka and slammed the ball into
Midway
the corner of the net.
through the third quarter, Newell
added to the Lords' cushion when
he scored on a lead pass from
Preston Lentz. As support for the
defense's fine performance, goalie

by Richard Clarke
After a slow start, the Kenyon
soccer team is now riding the crest
of a three game winning streak.
Though the Lords have a contest
against Muskingum on Wednesday,
the biggest game of the young season comes this Friday night when
the Lords travel to Delaware for
a 7:30 encounter with the always
tough Ohio Wesleyan Bishops. This
game will go a long way toward
deciding post-seasto u r n a m e n t
bids, and with the Lords already
having suffered one loss and tie,
every game becomes crucial if they
are entertaining thoughts of postseason play.
The Lords finally registered their
first vic'ry against Hiram on
a 0 whitewash. David
October
Newell, a reshman from Shaker
Heights opened the scoring two minutes into the game with a goal
following a pass from right wing
Doug London. The Lords then controlled the game the rest of the
first half but were unable to add
to their lead. Shortly after the
beginning of the second half, captain David Barclay scored on a shot
from about 15 yards out. Later
in the third frame, Bruce Mavec
proved himslef to be an excellent
opportunist as he astutely deposited
the ball into the opposite corner
of the net when a shot off the foot
of Stewart Peck bounced off the
goal post right to him.
Newell
capped the scoring with his second
goal of the day as he dribbled past
one man and then rifled the ball
into the goal.
Against Oberlin, which was then
9th ranked in Ohio, the Lords were

3-- 0.

on

Hymes had to handle but 7
shots all day.
Before a crowd that was practically nill at the faceoff but gained in
numbers as people recovered from
their previous evening's activity the
shutLor. 3 came away with a
out over Baldwin-Wallaunder a
heavy rain. Andy Wellenbach made
his first start of the year and re1- -0

ce

ceived excellence support from his
defense. The Lords, who have been
making a habit of scoring early,
did it again before most of the
crowd stumbled down the hill. Early
in the first quarter, Preston Lentz'
(referred to by his teammates as
"The Mouth of the South") picked
up a loose ball and put it in the
upper righthand comer of the net
for an unassisted score. The Lords
made that lone score stand up as
the defense came through with an
admirable performance on a rather
wet, slippery field.
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The most
Meaningful Semester

you'll ever spend...
could be the one on
World Campus Afloat
Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient
Through a transfer format, more than 5.000
students from 450 campuses have participated
for a semester in this unique program in international education.
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively
and give you a better chance to
in this changing world.
make it meaningfully
You'll study at sea with an experienced cosmopolitan faculty, and then during port stops
you'll study the world itself. You'll discover that
no matter how foreign and
you have a
lot in common with people of other lands.
WCA
isn't as expensive as you might think;
we've done our best to bring it within reach of
most college students. Write today for free
details.

...

far-away-

,

Summer travel with credit for teachers and administrators.
TEACHERS:

Write Today to:
mapman uoiiege,
Box CC26, Orange, California 9266G

1965
6 cyl.

2-do-

or

VALIANT

automatic transmission

excellent motor
Write: 24 Fearn Avenue
Mount Vernon, Ohio 43050

the
their
from Gambier traveled to Muskingum for a game at the rather ungodly hour of 9:30 in the morning.
(And they say Kenyon men are hardcore, I guess you've really got to
love the sport.) Muskingum scored
three times in the first half, but
with the entry of a new pair of
fullbacks Caren Barzelay and
Mary Karzas, in the second half,
the defense tightened and the two
teams played to a standoff in the
second half. Each team scored one
go il, with the Lords' initial tally
of the '71 campaign being registered by right inner Ginny Buerman,
who pushed in a shot which deflected off the goalie's pads. But the
one goal was not enough as the CC
went down to a 1 defeat.
In the Lordette's second contest
at home against Ohio Wesleyan,
they had numerous shots on goal but
missed them all. Meanwhile, the
defense kept the Wesleyan scoring
opportunities at a minimum.
Jane Maclntyre was
particularly outstanding on both
offense and defense.
However,
neither team could dent the net for
a score and the final was a 0
tie.
Before a Ilomccomingcrowd which
was originally larger than the num- 4--

season's end.
In their latest game,

this p
Wednesday the Lordettes demolii
ed Denison, their arch rival, ! X
This was their tirst victor)' n.
season, and one the girls particiir
ly wanted to win since Denison U.
them last year by a score of
defense which was partial-strongwas helped by the p
poal tendine of starter Libby arcc- l".-T-

he

,

later.

and

Mee

Merkins.

Er

Safford, center forward, made:
first goal just before the end:
the first quarter, and right n
Ginny Buerman made the sec."
goal at the beginning of the sec
half. This win proves without
doubt the amount of improve:
the team has made since last
The team will be looking for
to their second victory in fc
next game on October 19, to
played at Oberlin.
i"

Center-h-
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alfback
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SPORTING GOODS

212 South Main

St.

Mount Vernon

'III

H'EAR and

ftt

Colonial ifluStt
25 W. Vine, Mf.
Ph.

Diotinctivo Prooento
Wrapped and Mailed
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-
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Country Woar
114 SOUTH MAIN

it-

down by quarterback Dan Handel.
Then with only 2:49 left the Lords
took control of the ball in extremely
poor field position at the 3 following a Marietta punt. On a crucial
3rd and 13 situation, Handel hit
Tom Samstag, who only entered the
X.f
.u
game in the 4th quarter, with 13
yard pass for the 1st down. Handel
then threw 9 and 19 yard strikes
to Samstag and then brought the entire Kenyon bench to their feet as
his target was again Samstag, who
had run a flag pattern and beat two
Marietta defenders The pass was
on the money and Samstag took it
without breaking stride and outraced
i pholo by Gary Gone;
his pursuers to the end zone for the
line, the key:;
score which pulled Kenyon within MUDDY ELEVEN click in ground play from wide-s- et
Then, the Lords
a point at
victory.
last Saturday's
elected to go for the win but on
freshtry,
eni-D- oo
the
conversion
man Jim Yackee was unable to
handle Handel's toss in the end
zone. The Lords got the ball back
ber of supporters at the soc
by Richard Clarke
for one more play: Handel tried to hit
game,
the Gamlv.er girls battled'o::
he
long
but
wingback George Letts
The Lordette field hockey squad,
the Otterbein Cardinals and a si:
was well covered by two Marietta
by sophomores Kim
defenders who batted the ball down Mayhew and Ginny Buermann, are pery field. Under the poor weai
conditions, which made for rai
as the gun sounded. The loss was improving as they get more opporbad footing, neither team made i
the Lords second in OAC com- tunities to play together. (They only
progress in the k:
petition.
practice twice a week unlike some of significant
half. After the first half, Ore:
This Saturday, the Lords face their opponents who practice every
possibly their toughest opponent this day.) The strength of the team is bein's scored two goals in the fc
season the explosive B-- W Yellow the forward line which is filled by fifteen minutes of action. The
Jackets up at the Berea school's relatively experienced players who unriarentlv usine the theory c.
plush new polyturf stadium. The have several years of high school aggressiveness is the key to sv
game, which is the homecoming hockey behind them: EstherSafford, cess, knocked down the Carci
goalie, allowing Esther Safford
contest for the Yellow Jackets, will center forward; Ginny Buermann,
put in the goal. However, all :
also be an unoffical homecoming of right inner; Kim Mayhew, left inner,
CC's other scoring threats
sorts for 15 of Phil Morse's Lords, Vicky Dapper, left half; and Melissa
as Otterbein held on :
who played their high school ball Slaton, right half. Other starters
a
decision. Though battle.
in the Cleveland and surrounding are Jane Maclntyer, center half;
areas.
Mary number of hindrances, the girls r a
Sally Pittman, left wing;
and p.;
Karias and Caren Barzelay, full slowly gaining experience
which she.
a
unit,
ing
as
more
Libby
Arnold in goal.
backs; and
to
In
girls result in some wins prior i
season opener,

Jeff

3--

14,
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Pino Gifto

Serving Gambier
10-5:-

30

Daily

392-795-

Vernon
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HELP WANTED

Sparetime or full time opp
tunity earn as much aJ J?.
per thousand and up
nd
mail service, addressing
hon!'
or stuffing envelopes,
written or typed. Guaranty
money making deal. S"1"
$2.00 cash or M.O. for
0
plete instructions and lis'
firms using these service'
C and S Co'mpany, DP
971, P.O. Box $22, Harr'

...

Okla. 73045.

